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L
ike with the opening of Pandora’s Box, there is no going back to the way things were
before the rise of technology turned the world into a smaller place. Our economy is
forever a global one, one in which it’s increasingly likely that your next business
partner is from another country, rather than from another city or state.

In Indiana, all products imaginable – medicine, automotive parts, processed foods
and electronics to name but a few – are being shipped internationally or actually

made there by a Hoosier company that has expanded to the area.
For 2006, in terms of dollars, Indiana ranked 13th among all states in global exports, according

to the U.S. Department of Commerce. Not surprisingly, Indiana’s top two export nations remain
those just across the U.S. border (Canada and Mexico), but many in the top 10 were from across
the pond in Europe. In fact, during the last five years, Indiana’s trade with Europe has soared –
from $3.36 billion in goods in 2001 to nearly $6 billion last year to the western region, and the
fledgling exchange with the eastern countries has more than doubled.

Discussing their personal experiences of what doing business in Europe is like and what
nations are prime markets for Indiana companies to consider are:

Getting oriented
“You can’t play Monopoly and then try and have those rules used in Scrabble. It just doesn’t

work. If you want to play that game and win, you’ve got to learn how to play Scrabble,” Mahaffey
offers as his analogy of how different domestic and international business practices can be.

A large factor is recognizing and respecting all the various cultural nuances.
“In Europe, everything is very relationship based, even in business. As Americans, we pride

ourselves on separating business and pleasure. A lot of times in European countries it’s much more
seamless. Maybe you’re still doing business at 6:00 or 8:00 at night, but you also might be
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together with someone’s family at their house,” Mahaffey describes.
“You also can go to a business meeting and talk for 30

minutes or more and never even get to the point (of the discussion).
Americans are great at business. We come in and say, ‘Look,
here’s my product. Here’s my price. Here’s your margin. Let’s go.’
But in Europe, the relationship is almost more important to them. 

“In my experience, a lot of what is going on in those initial
negotiations is almost not so much, ‘Am I getting your product
at 30% or 32%?’ It’s ‘Do I want to have dinners and talk to you
for the next 20 years of my life?’ It’s almost like you’re meeting
someone to see if you’re going to be able to work together as
people, not just as business
units,” he determines.

For Carroll, he learned
firsthand that the common concept
of retail pricing is not one that
the European market embraces.
That lesson came when his
start-up company, Cine-tal
Systems, which develops and
manufactures technology for the
motion picture and television
industry, began delivering product
some 20 months ago.

“We had to completely rethink
our pricing and distribution strategy to allow for the fact that
our (European) distributor wanted to negotiate with us, their
dealers wanted to negotiate with them – and even the customers
wanted to negotiate with the dealers,” Carroll recalls. “Ultimately,
we managed to figure things out, but it was an unfamiliar way
of doing things. Here, we expect to pay the retail price; there,
it’s not the expected price at all.”

Lewis, whose firm has been helping companies localize
their message for foreign markets and providing culture
consulting since 1990, says Carroll’s experience of different
“rules” in Europe is not uncommon and exists in varying degrees
throughout.

“Taking that concept even further, if you go farther east
into Russia, then you have these unofficial taxes and times that
you have to pay to get things done, which we sometimes call
bribes here,” she declares.

“In some areas though – if you want to get something
done in a timely manner or you want to have the review of the
place where you’re going to build your manufacturing plant –
there are other factors that we might find offensive, intolerable
or whatever, but that’s just their way of doing business.

“You can’t impose your standards upon where you’re
going to do business. When Europeans come here to build
a manufacturing or assembly plant, they pretty much
play by our rules. They understand. We have to accept
that and have that same attitude. … It’s important to keep
in mind these countries have different customs, different
perspectives than we do.” 

Having an understanding of the country with
which you are dealing also extends to the very basics.

“Learning a few words in the language can be so

helpful. I always try to learn five or 10 words wherever I go –
like hello, please, thank you,” Mahaffey states. “If you can
work in a ‘Nice to meet you,’ that’s always a great one and it
makes such a good impression.” 

Lewis contends that it’s even “much more important to get
a feel for the culture and understand
culturally how to behave in certain
situations than it is to even begin to
know the language. 

“If you understand the culture a
bit more then even the language,
you get a lot more accomplished
and you can build a rapport that way.
So if you can sit down for a couple
hours with a native of a country
(before visiting), I think that’s
invaluable.”

Popular places for partnerships
Amid all the homework that must be

done, none is more critical than deciding
where to take your product in the
European marketplace.

“I think you have to say, ‘Who is my
customer here (in the U.S.)?’ And does he

or she have a cousin or an equivalent sitting over in France or
wherever. How does that person purchase the same thing I
sell? Where does he get it from?’ You start working it from the
customer up. With that equivalent customer, you can trace the
channel of distribution in which your goods or services reach
that customer,” Carroll explains.

“After that, you can start looking at whether you want to
export and how. Almost anything you’re selling here, you’re going
to find the equivalent in pretty much every country. There are
probably very, very few exceptions to that. 

“Depending on which country you’re looking to try to do
something in, they typically have some type of economic
development group here in the U.S. to offer assistance,” he notes.

In his own company’s case, about 64% of the business is
outside of the United States, with customers in 17 countries.
(Pixar, Disney, HBO, MTV and Warner Brothers are among
some high-profile clients.) 

“Most of our business in Europe
is in Germany, France and England.

“…What’s interesting
is the growth; the
growth being steady
with the U.K., Belgium,
Ireland, Austria and Denmark.
Meanwhile, the emerging countries
are Hungary, Portugal, Poland,
Finland and the Czech Republic.”

Diane Thomas
International Center of Indianapolis

“We are continuously evaluating
at what point do we want to put
manufacturing actually in
Europe so that we are getting
the advantage of manufacturing
in that country and not having
the tariffs and other issues.”

Rob Carroll
Cine-tal
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One of the things that we are continuously evaluating is at what point do we want to put manufacturing
actually in Europe so that we are getting the advantage of manufacturing in that country and not
having the tariff issues and some of the other issues,” Carroll shares. 

“We’ve looked at Ireland, Hungary and Scotland as being aggressive countries in trying to
attract manufacturing and with a lot of incentives. Those three really stood out to us.” 

For GlasCraft, a manufacturing company that builds equipment
for the precise pumping or spraying of finishing components on
products like fiberglass boats and bathtubs, its target has historically
been Western Europe.

“We’ve been active there for many years (through local distributors)
in France, Germany, Italy, Spain, the Netherlands and Scandinavia.
But, we are also seeing a big trend, since we are in the manufacturing
sector, to manufacturing moving to the east,” Mahaffey maintains.

“As the European Union continues to grow, you may see a pattern
similar to manufacturing here, with some (companies) going to
Mexico for various reasons. You see the same thing in Europe with the
trend towards the east when it comes to manufacturing. Poland has

been a strong market for us for some time and it continues to grow. 
“A lot of the German manufacturing is actually moving to Poland, as well as

to some eastern countries. … Romania, for example, is looking more towards
westernized business models, and it’s a country with good resources, plus there
are opportunities there. It’s one of the more recently growing markets.”

Adds Thomas, “If you look at the numbers, the big business is between Indiana and the
U.K., France, Germany, the Netherlands, Ireland and Austria. But I think what’s interesting is the
growth; the growth being steady with the U.K., Belgium, Ireland, Austria and Denmark. Meanwhile,
the emerging countries are Hungary, Portugal, Poland, Finland and the Czech Republic.”

Those emerging countries in Central and Eastern Europe are offering many opportunities for
attractive partnerships, particularly for some manufacturers, according to Lewis.

“If you have chemicals or something that you have to ship, those countries might not be quite
as strict or protective as some other countries like France or Germany. Just based on how you
label the product or what percentage of a certain chemical it contains can determine if it will be
stuck at the border in customs and not (getting) to your distributors,” she surmises.

Mahaffey concurs, “In addition to each country’s requirement, there is also a general European
Union (EU) umbrella requirement … one that all EU countries must abide by; one may be more
stringent than the other. So, we do see manufacturing trending to the central/eastern countries or
countries who have yet to join the EU, and largely that has a lot to do with it.”

Visits with purpose
Once in a country with your products, the wooing naturally continues say Carroll and

Mahaffey – and in person when possible. 
“I’m a firm believer that you need to show up and keep that relationship going. It can really

energize it,” Mahaffey asserts. “I have to say that I always see surges in business every time I have
visited someone and I leave. In that three-month window afterwards, there’s always an increase

in business. I’d love to say it’s because I was there doing something great,
but a lot of it is just energizing that relationship, showing that you’re
committed and that you care.”

Carroll’s trips abroad, like Mahaffey’s, rarely have closing deals as the
motivation. “We’ve sent people over for kind of a technical diplomatic
tour. We’ve sent people over for an executive diplomatic dour. We’ve
sent people over for a sales diplomatic tour. We go for the purpose of
exchanging ideas, developing relationships on those three levels.”

Trade show activity and the connected networking opportunities are
another focus of the travels. Catching up with distributors is also a top
agenda item. 

“What I need to learn from my distributors is how we can make this
more mutually beneficial. You can learn this more in person,” Mahaffey

“Americans are great
at business. We come
in and say, ‘Look, here’s
my product. Here’s my
price. Here’s your
margin. Let’s go.’
But in Europe, the
relationship is almost more
important to them.”

Murph Mahaffey
GlasCraft

“In some areas though –
if you want to get
something done in a
timely manner – there
are other factors that

we might find offensive, intolerable
or whatever, but that’s just their
way of doing business.”

Tamra Lewis
Pangea Lingua
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believes. “You can talk to someone on the
phone for an hour, but in that hour spent
across the table you can get so much more
information. And a lot of it is just that
visual and the hands moving, and the whole
interaction where you can get a quicker
understanding of what you both mean.”

Exclamation points
Besides noting that nothing can take

the place of an in-person visit – both
while a deal is in its infancy and long
after it’s done – the group kept coming
back to several key themes.

First and foremost, remembering the
business climate we have today. “No
matter what our economy here is doing,
there is always an economy somewhere
that is growing,” Lewis suggests.
“Whether or not you can expand to Europe (or elsewhere)
depends on (whether) you have something that you can sell to
that growing economy.” 

If you do, keep in mind that Europe shouldn’t be considered
one giant marketplace. What goes over well in London may
not be such a hit in Barcelona or Warsaw. 

“I always say let them steer the
boat; I’m in their country. I’m there
to learn how to do business with
them,” Mahaffey advises. “If the first
thing they want to do when I arrive
is to tear apart a machine, that’s what
we do. If they want to go to a café
and have a cup of coffee, that’s what I
do. You’re there for business. That’s
going to happen sooner or later. You
don’t have to force it.”

Or as Lewis succinctly sums it
up, “If there’s money to be made and
business to be done, they’re generally
happy to meet with you and to try and
have a symbiotic relationship where
you can get things accomplished, get
things done and everybody is happy.”

I N F O R M A T I O N  L I N K

Resources: Rob Carroll at (317) 576-0091 or www.cine-tal.com

Tamra Lewis at (317) 920-1600 or www.pangealingua.com

Murph Mahaffey at (317) 875-5592 or www.glascraft.com

Diane Thomas at (317) 955-5150 or www.icenterindy.org

Indiana’s Top 10 European
Export Destinations for 2006
Based on U.S. dollars; overall rank among
Indiana’s international partners in ( )

(in thousands)

1. United Kingdom (3) $1,889,689
2. France (4) $1,378,191
3. Germany (6) $733,523
4. Netherlands (8) $472,860
5. Belgium (12) $241,802
6. Switzerland (15) $214,322
7. Ireland (16) $192,298
8. Austria (17) $155,785
9. Spain (18) $137,913

10. Italy (20) $108,915

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce




